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Summary of Submission: This submission is from the Executive, Committee and
members of the Friends of Edithvale Seaford Wetlands Incorporated (FESWI) and
addresses the Terms of Reference for this Enquiry. We are one of the twelve
Ramsar wetlands in Victoria located in Edithvale and Seaford. We welcome the
opportunity to submit to this inquiry.

TOR 1. The benefits of accessing and using different types of environmental
infrastructure
FESWI operate a bird hide on Melbourne Water land, we provide educational
resources for schools and the community, as well as opportunities for scientific
research. We co-operate with Melbourne Water Education Team assist in education
services and opening the MW Education Centre in Edithvale two weekends a month
since 2013.
TOR 2. The impact of population growth in Melbourne and regional centres on
the provision and preservation of environmental infrastructure.
Local urban development surrounding the wetland area has had significant impacts
on the preservation of these wetlands. Local biodiversity and the wetlands are
particularly vulnerable to population pressures and increased infrastructure.
TOR 3. Differences in the availability of environmental infrastructure
between different suburbs and between different regional centres.
As a classified significant Ramsar wetland group we occupy an important position in
the south-eastern suburbs, and this allows our organisation to be consulted on a
regular and ongoing basis by a range of land and water agencies.
TOR 4. The effectiveness of current legislation and planning provisions in
securing environmental infrastructure.
Current legislation, including the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act, needs further review and development in order to assess the
impact of environmental infrastructure projects.
TOR 5. Existing delays or obstacles to securing environmental infrastructure.
There are many slow and formal processes to prepare and present information to
panels, in the allotted time frame. Maybe some consideration could be given to more
community training in this area.
TOR 6.The impact of Covid-19 on the importance, use and design of
environmental infrastructure.
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Covid-19 has had a major impact in this area. Multiple closures but many people,
including families are visiting the wetlands areas for exercise and family activities
with increases in local walking and cycling.

TOR 7. Examples of best practice and innovative approaches to securing
environmental infrastructure in other jurisdictions.
FESWI are often contacted, as part of the Ramsar status wetlands (one of 12 in
Victoria) for assistance and support from other organisations both local, state and
overseas. Also contact from our members and interested community groups that
need assistance with local campaigns in the environmental infrastructure areas.
Conclusion.
As an active environment group of 30 plus years, preservation of the wetlands for
future generations, is a core value for our membership and support network.

Edithvale South Wetlands Edithvale Victoria One of 12 in Victoria declared a Ramsar
wetland in 2001
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FRIENDS OF EDITHVALE‐SEAFORD WETLANDS INCORPORATED

Association Number A0017388A
ABN 95 886 101 621

Friends of Edithvale-Seaford Wetlands Inc
Friends of Edithvale-Seaford Wetlands Inc is an organisation that cares deeply about
the wetlands at Seaford and Edithvale. 0perating for over 30 years, one of our most
important achievements was to gain, in 2001, Ramsar protection for these wetlands.
This was extremely important because they support significant populations of
migratory birds over the summer period. These birds travel from Alaska, Siberia,
Northern Europe and Japan to avoid the intense cold of the northern winter, and then
they head back again in our Autumn. What an amazing feat of flying and how tragic it
would be were they to arrive one summer and find that housing and roads had
replaced the wetlands!
The Friends’ membership numbers about 100 with 50 or more active members who
volunteer in our various activities. These, over the years and up until the advent of
Covid-19, included massive planting programs in the buffer zones around the
wetlands which are important to provide protection from human disturbance. Planting
in Seaford will resume when restrictions are lifted. Every weekend, volunteers
opened the bird hide in Edithvale Road, which also functions as a mini museum. This
hide offers unparalleled views over the Edithvale South Wetlands which support not
only our migratory birds but over 100 different species of local birds. To visit in the
spring is such a treat - one can see any number of ducklings, cygnets, baby
waterhens and others, almost directly under the hide windows. The Friends also
open Melbourne Water’s Education Centre, also on Edithvale Road, two Sundays a
month.
The Friends offer walks and talks to schools and community groups, run working
bees with schools and scouts, have presence at community functions and run
occasional open days. A citizen science program is offered to members and others,
which looks at water quality. And we also keep a watching brief on potential
inappropriate development on the perimeter of the wetlands and mount objections if
necessary.
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Of course, all of these activities are suspended during current Covid conditions and
all will resume when things are right again. In the interim the committee keeps in
touch via email and zoom and is currently engaged in strategic planning for the
future direction of the organisation. We keep in touch with our member via our
newsletter, facebook (https://www.facebook.com/edithvaleseafordwetlands/ ) and our
Website (www.edithvale-seaford-wetlands.org).

Sharp tailed Sandpiper One of the Migratory birds at the Edithvale Wetlands
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Addressing of the Terms of Reference
Number 1
The benefits of accessing and using different types of
environmental infrastructure
Currently the organisation wishes to develop information for informing the
community locally and in general about the location and importance of the
Ramsar listed Edithvale Seaford Wetlands, an important element of the present
and past ‘environment’ of Melbourne. We normally run community programs for
a range of groups and get many requests for information.
Friends of Edithvale Seaford Wetlands Incorporated (FESWI) is involved in the
planning and consultation process of a number of infrastructure projects over the
last 30 years involving roads, housing, and green wedge land uses with the aim
of protecting and preserving the last remnants of a once mighty 4,000 hectare
swamp that stretched over a large area.
The wetland currently provides many social benefits such as facilities for
birdwatchers –FESWI operate a bird hide on Melbourne water land, educational
resources for schools and the community, as well as opportunities for scientific
research. Our volunteers also regularly, in co-operation with Melbourne Water
Education Team assist in education services and opening the MW Education
Centre in Edithvale two weekends a month since 2013.
Wetlands are a valuable flood management asset and also help to filter polluted
water to improve water quality. The Edithvale-Seaford wetlands assist in the
natural control of flooding, are an essential component of the regional drainage
system and protect water quality by retaining and treating stormwater and other
runoff. The wetland also supports a diversity of habitats for a range of flora and
fauna species, including foraging for migratory birds.
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Reference on Environmental Infrastructure

Environmental infrastructure
WRITTEN BY
Jerry A. Nathanson
Professor of Engineering, Union County College, Cranford, New Jersey. Author
of Basic Environmental Technology: Water Supply, Waste Disposal, and Pollution
Control.
See Article History
“Steady population growth, urbanization, global warming, and industrial development
place steadily increasing demands on existing infrastructure, and these demands in
turn create a need for the planning, design, and construction of new environmental
works. In addition, aging or mismanaged environmental infrastructure can contribute
to water scarcity, groundwater contamination, and other environmental or public
health problems, and thus its upkeep should be prioritized. Because the provision,
operation, and maintenance of these works require a major investment of public
funds, concerned citizens as well as municipal officials and decision makers should
be familiar with the basic concepts of environmental engineering.”
It seems obvious that the use of different types of environmental infrastructure will
help avoid the various ills alluded to by Professor Nathanson in the second
paragraph.
In another part of the document, Professor Nathanson commented:
“These municipal works serve two important purposes: they protect human health
and safeguard environmental quality.”
I am concerned that ‘environmental quality’ will always come a poor second to
‘human health’ .Human health must not take outright priority over the wellbeing of all
the other beings with which we share the earth; and new environmental works need
to be underpinned absolutely by this view.
Recent environmental infrastructure (trench option of railway crossings and major
road construction) close to the Edithvale Wetlands) is of concern to those who care
about the wetlands.
Flood mitigation measures with reference to increased housing development around
Seaford Wetlands in the past has been inadequate resulting in flooded streets and
raised water levels (with highly polluted water) in the wetlands).

McKenzie Street, Seaford
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FESWI members on consultation with Melbourne Water officers
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Number 2
The impact of population growth in Melbourne and regional centres on the
provision and preservation of environmental infrastructure

The Edithvale-Seaford wetlands are the remnants of the former Carrum- Carrum
Swamp, which is now bounded by urban development. Due to the Ramsar
protection of these wetlands, they represent a natural ecosystem in an area that is
highly developed and modified. They are the largest remaining freshwater wetlands
in the Port Phillip Westernport Area. The ongoing preservation of this environmental
infrastructure is important for ecological, economic and social values within an area
that is mostly deprived of environmental infrastructure due to urban development.
Whilst development within the wetlands is restricted, our organisation has noted with
concern that local developments surrounding the wetland area has had significant
impacts to the preservation of these wetlands. These developments have included
new urban communities of Chelsea Heights, Aspendale Gardens, community sports
facilities, apartment housing and the restoration of former sites for aged care villages
on a large scale. We are fortunate to have the protection of the Melbourne Water
and Kingston Council owned buffer zones which further protect the wetlands, and
are a feature of the area in the midst of this environmental infrastructure.
Development of road projects to the north of the wetlands, and railway (train line)
modifications to the south of the wetlands, whilst approved by an EES process, have
the potential/ability to affect the wetlands in addition to these other elements. It is an
ongoing monitoring matter for FESWI members, and local residents into future years,
in terms of the possible impacts on the former Carrum Carrum swamp areas covered
by our group.
General comment on population growth and bio diversity in our gardens
Melbourne is growing at a phenomenal rate. It is growing by 125,000 people a year.
That is like adding a city the size of Ballarat.
By as early as 2028, it is projected to be Australia's biggest city. By 2050, it will have
grown to 8 million — the size of London and New York.
When you factor in the Melbourne Urban Growth Boundaries, you have got massive
density which manifests itself in the loss of natural urban environmental areas
particularly back gardens and other open spaces, where two or more residences
replace the one or none.
Apart from this pressure on the urban natural environment, there will be the need for
much more environmental infrastructure to cater for this massive increase, which will
further impact upon it.
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Biodiversity
Every time a suburban garden is sacrificed for a second (or more) dwelling(s) the
loss of creatures and biodiversity is phenomenal.Some may say that a few insects
and the like don’t really matter but several studies report what appears to be a
substantial decline in insect populations. Australia, among seven nations, is
responsible for more than 50 per cent of global biodiversity loss (ABC News).
Since settlement, hundreds of species have become extinct in Australia, including at
least 50 bird and mammal, 4 frog and more than 60 plant species. It is likely that
other species have disappeared too, without our knowledge. (Department of the
Environment and Heritage, 2004)
Melbourne’s Green Wedges and wildlife corridors, as well as the wetlands, are
particularly vulnerable to population pressures and increased infrastructure to
cope with it, causing further loss of biodiversity.

A FESWI Activity – community walks inside the wetlands at Edithvale Wetlands
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Number 3

Differences in the availability of environmental infrastructure
between different suburbs and between different regional
centres
As a Ramsar wetland we occupy a significant and important position in the
southeastern suburbs and we wish to enhance publicity about our presence and
importance. The Ramsar listing, gained after initial nomination in 1996, was given to
the Edithvale Seaford Wetlands in 2001, and was a proud and significant moment for
the group then and into the future. It provides a layer of protection and consultation
when developments and changes including a range of environmental projects and
changes enable our organisation to be consulted on a regular and ongoing basis by
a range of land agencies.
Our organisation covers the areas of local governments of both Kingston and
Frankston, we are a member of the Port Phillip Conservation Council, the Victorian
Environment Network, and the Frankston Environment Friends Network established
for over 20 years. This leads to invitations to consult on housing developments in
Seaford, environmental projects in the Kingston and Frankston green wedge, and
around Port Phillip Bay. We also work actively with the Melbourne Water Healthy
Waterways Strategy with an emphasis on the full length of the Dandenong Creek
catchment from the Dandenong Ranges to its outlet at the Port Phillip Bay with links
with active friends groups and organisations in these areas as an example. This is
also important as it upskills our volunteers in knowledge of the regional environment
and its own support networks, with joint actions. For example when there is an issue
in Monbulk or further up the creek, we notify each other so we know the ‘pollution’
coming down to us.
Since 2004 the Friends have been an active member of the Melbourne Water
Edithvale Seaford Wetlands Community Liaison Group which is also a good
knowledge source for us and Melbourne Water officers, on areas of interest.

Number 4

The effectiveness of current legislation and planning provisions in
securing environmental infrastructure
The recent environmental infrastructure undertaken by the Victorian Government has
highlighted the importance of the current legislation and planning provisions in
Victoria and Federally.
The Environment Protection Biodiversity Conservation Act has recently been the
subject of an investigation, legislated in 1999, and the basis of much of the
Environmental Infrastructure investigations (EES’s) in 2018 for the Level Crossing
Removal Program (LXRP and other projects including road projects.
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FESWI remains involved in the current local projects, in these areas, and are
concerned about the future impacts on the wetlands and the migratory birds. We
have presented to planning panels at both state and federal level, including the Level
Crossing Removal Project and the Mordialloc Freeway Construction.
Often the skills involved when submitting, based on legislation, required an
understanding of the legislation that was a hard ask in terms of knowledge for some
of our members. For example understanding the multiple versions of documents
throughout hearings, with revisions to be considered on an on going basis. The
language of the legislation is often complex and requires a higher level of
understanding that most people have of this specific legislation relevant to the
enquiries. A recent example is the knowledge required of the EPBC Act for recent
submissions and FESWI members completed the survey as an alternative option on
this occasion.
Current legislation, including the EPBC Act, is in need of further review and
development in order to assess the impact of environmental infrastructure projects.
We will be monitoring, with interest, the current inquiry into the EPBC act.
It is further noted that there were 29,000 submissions to this Inquiry, with an
additional 840 people completing the survey on the website, with FESWI involved in
ongoing notifications about the independent review of the EPBC Act.

Number 5

Existing delays or obstacles to securing environmental
infrastructure
Delays in environmental infrastructure projects the subject of EES hearings, involve
a long preparation period with some upskilling requiring for some groups and
individuals submitting. Theses can also be amended to include more projects to
cover similar conditions and responses, over this time. The formal process, as a
submitter gives us fewer obstacles and more time to prepare information.
There are formal processes to prepare and present information to panels, in the
allotted time frame. Often some assistance is required to present to appointed
panels. While this may be available from more experienced members of the group it
requires much time. With this submission, we have worked as a team within our
organisation, with the experienced people we are fortunate to have. Maybe some
consideration needs to be given to more community training in this area.
Improvements to State and Federal Government responses could be improved post
Covid 19 by more available communication options similar to Engage Victoria, with
more publicity of this resource in a handbook of information to community members
and funding for online and on ground training in what resources are available in this
important area.
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The State Government is preparing, through DELWP, a list of volunteer groups in
Victoria and a register of members of these groups for assistance through Statewide
volunteer networks including the Victorian Environment Friends Network and other
groups would assist in this process in a major way.

Number 6

The impact of Covid 19 on the importance, use and design of
environmental infrastructure
Covid 19 has had a major impact on the importance, use and design of
environmental infrastructure in 2020
Our Bird Hide and the Melbourne Water Education Centre at Edithvale, covering the
Edithvale- Seaford wetlands, and also the municipalities of Kingston and Frankston
are currently closed with no date for a re opening. Despite this many people,
including families are visiting the wetlands areas for exercise and family activities
with increases in local walking of all age groups including residents of the nearby
retirement villages, and the use of the Longbeach Trail, from Mordialloc to the
Patterson River. Many still hope to see the bird hide open soon so that they can
view the birds close up from the hide – a magical experience for all comers and
generations of the community visitors.
There is ‘exercise’ options allowed under lockdown rules, with a large take up with a
very likely increase when the rules are eased. It is being observed even with the
current rules as of 24 September 2020. Due to the 5km restrictions within
Metropolitan Melbourne, it has never been more important for people to have access
to environmental infrastructure close to their residence.
This importance has been observed in the increased use of walking trails around and
through the wetlands and adjacent areas of both Kingston and Frankston including
people of all ages and experiences yearning to ‘get into nature’ and ‘enjoy’ the
unique wetlands environment for its many benefits. This will grow into increased
need and opportunity in the future as lockdowns are eased in Metropolitan
Melbourne.
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Number 7

Examples of best practice and innovative approaches to securing
environmental infrastructure in other jurisdications
Friends of Edithvale Seaford Wetlands Incorporated (FESWI) is often contacted, as
part of the Ramsar status (one of 12 in Victoria) for assistance and support from
other organisations both local, state and overseas. These are well researched and
compiled documents with examples included.
This can include information and questions from the wider local and regional
community, even from Scotland, on wetlands and birdlife. Many people come to
Edithvale to visit our unique bird hide run by our Friends group to experience the
birdlife. We were able to have a visit to our hide for the Parliamentarians and
Melbourne Water officers here on the recent Ramsar Obligations Parliamentary
Hearing in December 2019.
We also have strong connections with Birdlife Australia, with wetlands across
Australia and feedback from their experts, often members of FESWI on a long term
basis. Another role for FESWI is contact from interested community groups that
need assistance with local campaigns in the environmental infrastructure areas
including residents in areas around the wetlands. We have involvement and support
with/from likeminded community environment and resident groups on projects of
mutual interest, including Parks Victoria, other Dandenong Catchment groups, and
Kingston Council groups.

The view from the Bird Hide, Edithvale
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Conclusion
As an active environment group of 30 years plus, we have been able to renew our
commit members and increase our interests embracing new technology and
challenges of changing environmental infrastructure and look forward to continuing
this role in the future.
The Ramsar lister wetlands at Edithvale and Seaford, are precious and unique
places, the home of environmental infrastructure, some operated by the Friends.
There is many unique and special experiences to be enjoyed including a walk
through the phragmites in the middle of ever increasing suburbia. The preservation
and protection of this area for future generations is at the core of our membership,
community and environment support network. We hope that this submission
highlights this, and thank you for the opportunity to do so
Please see additional attachment to this submission submitted by email on 25
September 2020.
Margaret Hunter Secretary Friends of Edithvale Seaford
Wetlands Incorporated.

One of the unique experiences in the wetlands in the middle of suburbia – walking
through the Phragmites – gaps in the phragmites made by Eastern Grey kangaroos
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